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Enhance the performance and security of your wireless
network infrastructure to deliver continuous connectivity.
The pervasiveness of wireless devices in the workplace
has created an intensifying demand for safe and reliable
wireless connectivity. The problem is your existing
wireless network or IT staff may not be able to handle
the increasing connectivity demand of additional devices
as your business grows. With a growing number of
wireless users, it’s vital to be more proactive in mitigating security concerns and bandwidth issues.

Benefits

You can trust CSPi to enhance your wireless capabilities
in two ways; with CSPi Vital™ Managed Wireless Service
that enables you to shift the responsibility of wireless network management to our experts and with CSPi Vital™
Wireless-asa- Service (WaaS), you can enhance your
exist-ing network capabilities by adding wireless without
the in-vestment in technology, skills or ongoing
management.
We
focus
on
ongoing
wire-less
performance, availability, scalability and security so your
wireless users can connect, engage and work
confidently.
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24/7/365 proactive support backed by service
level agreements.
Reduced capital expenditures on wireless technology with one monthly
rate.
Quickly scale your wireless network as your
business grows without
service interruption.
Mobile-friendly secure
guest access.
Gain valuable insights
with user presence and
application-visibility analytics.

•

Wireless assessment. Our skilled engineers will review your existing wireless capabilities and prepare a detailed plan to determine your current and future needs with a comprehensive strategy to
accomplish your goals.

•

24/7/365 monitoring. Your business never stops, so CSPi won’t let your network fail you. Using
real-time analytics, we’ll keep tabs on how your network performs and how your team uses their
wireless devices around the clock.

•

Proactive support. CSPi experts are working hard behind the scenes to pre-empt problems before
they occur. If unexpected problems appear, you’ll be confident that CSPi engineers are ready to fix
any issue at a moment’s notice.

•

A secure environment. CSPi experts are well-versed in the advanced security technologies and
compliance standards, preventing unauthorized access to your networks using the latest sophisticated tools to detect and keep out even the most cunning intruders.

•

Vital™ WaaS is powered by Aruba Networks – a Hewlett Packard Enterprise company. Our Professional Services engineers understand the challenges of environmental elements and radio frequencies to optimize network performance for reliable and secure connectivity. The following elements
comprises our WaaS solution:
•
•
•
•
•

Aruba Access Points
Aruba Network Switches
Aruba Airwave (Management for Enterprise Deployments)
Aruba Central (Cloud Management for Smaller Deployments)
CSPi NOC backed by Aruba Technical Support

Why CSPi for Managed Wireless Services and WaaS?
•

Proven track record: CSPi has been in business for 50 years, is publicly traded, and is multi-national in scope. We offer the most capable resources in the industry and are aligned with major technology providers.

•

Agility: The flexibility and willingness to tailor solutions according to client needs and requirements.

•

Consistency: Tightly integrated organization with very low employee turnover, which drives efficiency.

•

Cohesive teams: Our Professional Services and Managed Services engineers align to seamlessly
transition your in-house IT operations to CSPi Vital™ Managed Services.

•

Caliber and culture: We are selective about the engineers we hire. We look for professionals that
are passionate, dedicated, committed and align with our culture of excellence. Once on board, we
invest in our people with training, lab time, and introductions to new technologies. For us, we value
our people as contributors to our culture and facilitators of your experience.

Our Promise:
• One monthly fee for total wireless services and support.
• A structured response and maintenance agreement that outlines support for your business.
• A partnership built on industry standards that is perfectly aligned with your business goals.

Contact your CSPI representative to learn more about
Vital Managed Services at 800-940-1111 or visit www.cspi.com

